
Shaili Chopra is the founder of SheThePeople.TV, India's biggest platform focus on
real women with real stories. She is an award-winning journalists whose work has
been recognized in India and globally and has covered key events like Davos, G20,
and the 2012 American Election. Putting her television strengths to setting up
India's first dedicated online channel for women, she has filled an important gap in
media, that of creating a focused space putting spotlight on women and their
needs.
Shaili is an award-winning journalist, who presented the primetime 9 pm show on
India's foremost business television ETNOW and interviews global leaders like
Investor Warren Buffett, IMF boss Christine Lagarde and sport star Tiger Woods.
She moderated big discussions with top CEOs and politicians and conducts big
global interviews. She is one of the most trusted faces in Indian business
journalism and recently got the Ramnath Goenka Award for Excellence in
Journalism, considered the highest honor for journalists in India.
Shaili's hugely successful golf show is Tee Time With Shaili Chopra where she
engages with business golfers, pros and celebrity players on the golf course for a
'walk the talk.' It continues even now in a different avatar called Tee Off With
Shaili and can be watched here
She has covered events like WEF in Davos, G20, World Retail Summit. She was one
of the first journalists to report the Mumbai Terror attacks from Taj on 26/11.
Shaili won the News Television Award for the Best Reporter in India in 2007 and
later in 2008, her business-golf show won the Best Show Award. She also won the
Media Foundation Best Business Anchor Award. In 2010, FICCI awarded her the
Young Women's Achiever Award for contribution to media.
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